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What is myinventory?

myinventory is one of the software module offered by 
wolke business suite designed to enable businesses to 
effectively manage their organization’s’ inventory or non-
inventory items in multi-stores and multi-showrooms, 
whether that inventory is for internal use or resale. 

It is a robust multi-costing (FIFO, Average Stock, LIFO) 
inventory system that can simplify your multi-currency 
inventory transactions to provide you online real-
time data of inventory levels in stores. Some of the 
functionalities include recording delivery of inventory 
in stores, managing any returns and direct additions or 
deductions from inventory etc.

The system can hold a detailed master file for each 
inventory item (item name, brand name, re-order level, 
lead time, quantity, etc.), unlimited locations or shelves in 
stores and multi-storage packaging. 

Basic Functionalities:

     Direct Addition/ Deduction Management
     Store to Store Transfer Management
     Inventory Master Management
     Delivery Notes Management
     Inventory Sub-Ledger
     Inventory Reporting & Inquiry Management

In addition there are many other business solutions of 
wolke business suite that can be incorporated with 
myledger as an optional add-on:

     myaccount    mystaff
     myassets    mypurchase
     mytime    myledger
     mysales

What does myinventory have to offer?

     Available on two platforms: browser-based Intranet/
Internet or cloud computing.

     Online real-time posting, resulting in online real-time 
financial reporting.

     Bilingual capability: Arabic/English, you log into the 
system with the language of your choice.

     Extensive MIS reporting (in both languages).

     Document printout option upon any task performed.

     Multi-level access to the system and powerful 
centralized security control.

What does myinventory use?

     Browser interface (totally thin client) for Intranet 
and Internet use; for easy installation and access from 
anywhere and anytime, totally user-friendly.

     MS express database for reliability, security, ease of 
use, easy upgrade to MS SQL, powerful data search and 
other system interfaces.

     RDBMS technology for the highest level of data 
integration, safety and genuine on-line real-time 
processing allowing for an immediate control of the 
company’s activities.

     MS Asp.Net & C# as development tools for highest 
reliability, security & efficiency.

 KNOW YOUR INVENTORY
AND MAXIMIZE YOUR PROFIT

wolke is incredibly 
flexible due to its 
numerous features
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FUNCTIONALITIES

Direct Addition/Deduction 
Management

myinventory allows you to add/deduct items 
directly from the inventory. Examples of 
deductions can include breakage, obsolete 
inventory item, while additions can include 
purchase of new stock or any adjustments 
due to physical count conducted. 

Additions/deductions are made easier with 
myinventory with reports available for each 
entry made.

Store to store Transfer Management

Stock can be transferred from one inventory 
location to another, and quantities are 
maintained for each store. 

Another function included in myinventory is 
that it can also cater for and keep a count of 
goods in transit.
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FUNCTIONALITIES

Inventory Master Management

An inventory master file is maintained in the myinventory system that allows you to classify 
items and each inventory item is identified by an item code. 

Other information that you can store about your item include type of storage packaging, type 
of sales packaging that will be used, features of product, manufacturing code, or barcode. 
In addition, various fields are available to store information related to your item.

myinventory allows unlimited stores and unlimited locations

Unlimited Inventory masterfile

Reports in pdf. excel and html format

Drill-down facility for every transaction

Attachments along with each transaction

Main Features of myinventoy

Delivery Notes Management

When inventory is sold, myinventory will allow you to maintain and track your stock delivered 
to the customers using Delivery Notes. Any inventory that is returned by the customers is also 
recorded in the system.
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FUNCTIONALITIES

Inventory sub-ledger

myinventory system has an in-built sub-ledger that 
maintains all the financial transactions related to 
when stock is added or deducted, stock delivered and 
returned, as well as transfers of stock from one location 
to another conducted.

All financial reports related to the inventory can be 
produced for any defined period.

Reporting & Inquiries

myinventory has financial and management reports 
that can provide users with detailed inventory reports 
to manage their inventory quantities and financial 
aspects. 

All the reports and inquiries have a powerful filtering 
capability to generate reports based on user-defined 
filters.
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INVENTORY REPORTING
& INQUIRY MANAGEMENT

myinventory reporting provides you with powerful reports to help you organize 
your inventory more effectively and efficiently. Reports include:

     Stock transfer Reports

     Inventory in transit

     Inventory Location and quantities

     Inventory adjustments such as additions/deductions

     Sales Deliveries Reports

     Masterfile of Inventory providing details of           
     inventory, quantity, location, shelf , re-order level 
     etc.

Whenever needed, an online context sensitive help system pops up to assist and guide you 
through all the procedures. Our manuals provide extensive and comprehensive details to 
your staff so they can derive the full potential and beneficial features of Inventory system.
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